1987-present
outstanding doctoral mentors
1987 outstanding doctoral mentors

Marvin Fisher
Professor of English

Ronald Greeley
Professor of Geology

Nancy Kerr
Professor of Education
1989
outstanding doctoral mentor

David Foster
Professor of Spanish
1990
outstanding
doctoral mentors

Peter Buseck
Regents' Professor of Geology and Chemistry

W.L. Minckley
Professor of Zoology
1992
outstanding
doctoral
mentor

Geoffrey A. Clark
Professor of Anthropology
1993
outstanding
doctoral mentor

Stuart Lindsay
Professor of Physics
1994
outstanding
doctoral mentors

Manuel Barrera Jr.
Professor of Psychology

Helen L. Reed
Professor of Engineering
1995
outstanding
doctoral
mentor

John Holloway
Professor of Chemistry and Geology
1996 outstanding doctoral mentors

Constantine A. Balanis
Regents' Professor of Electrical Engineering

Robert D. Strom
Professor of Educational Psychology
1997
outstanding doctoral mentor

Stephen G. West
Professor of Psychology
1998 outstanding doctoral mentors

Robert E. Blankenship
Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry

William L. Graf
Regents' Professor of Geography
2000 outstanding doctoral mentors

O M Brack Jr.
Professor of English

David Ferry
Regents’ Professor of Electrical Engineering
2002 outstanding doctoral mentor

Howard J. Sullivan
Professor of Educational Technology
2003
outstanding doctoral mentor

Peter Iverson
Regents' Professor of History
2004 outstanding doctoral mentors

Keith W. Kintigh
Professor of Anthropology

Douglas C. Montgomery
Professor of Industrial Engineering
2007 outstanding doctoral mentors

Joseph Cayer
Professor of Public Affairs

David MacKinnon
Professor of Psychology

Sharon E. Robinson Kurpius
Professor of Counseling Psychology
2008 outstanding doctoral mentors

Douglas Kenrick
Professor of Psychology

Duane Roen
Professor of English
2009 outstanding doctoral mentors

Leona S. Aiken
Professor of Psychology

Terry L. Alford
Professor of Engineering

Sandra L. Stauffer
Professor of Music
2010 outstanding doctoral mentors

Kory W. Floyd
Professor of Human Communication

Jon F. Harrison
Professor of Biology

Dieter K. Schroder
Regents' Professor of Electrical Engineering
2011 outstanding doctoral mentors

Carlos Castillo-Chavez
Regents' Professor
Joaquin Bustoz Jr. Professor of Math Biology

Pat Lauderdale
Professor of Justice and Social Inquiry

Cecilia Menjívar
Cowden Distinguished Professor of Sociology
2012

Outstanding Doctoral Mentors

Steven L. Neuberg
Foundation Professor of Psychology

Elizabeth (Beth) Blue Swadener
Professor of Justice and Social Inquiry
2013 outstanding doctoral mentors

James B. Blasingame Jr.
Professor of English

Marilyn P. Carlson
Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences

Elizabeth A. Segal
Professor of Social Work
2014 outstanding doctoral mentors

Alfredo J. Artiles
Ryan C. Harris Endowed Professor of Special Education

Sethuraman (Panch) Panchanathan
Foundation Chair in Computing and Informatics; Professor of Computing, Informatics, and Decision Systems Engineering

Pamela D. Swan
Associate Professor of Exercise and Wellness
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...excel in graduate teaching

...chair doctoral committees and produce timely completion rates
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...have an established record of mentoring and student professional development

...attract the best and the brightest graduate students through active recruitment and their academic/scholarly reputation
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...are committed to diversity in the mentoring process

...provide students with assessment of their work through honest, constructive and timely feedback
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...allow opportunities for independent development of the research or creative activities

...provide support in times of discouragement as well as success
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...are aware of the accomplishments of their students

...discuss goals with students and assist in mapping a course of action to achieve goals
outstanding doctoral mentors...

...treat their students with respect and as future colleagues

...take into consideration different learning styles and value differences